There's the tiniest Angel to sing a song,
A merry carol to speed him along.

Oh, see Santa's helper leap so high
As Santa's sleigh flies into the sky.

Mrs. Santa prepares his lunch.
It's a tasty ginger man to munch

There's the tiniest Angel to sing a song,

Oh, see Santa's helper leap so high
As Santa's sleigh flies into the sky.

Mrs. Santa prepares his lunch.
It's a tasty ginger man to munch

A merry carol to speed him along.

Stockings overflow with prizes and sweets
Santa fills 'em to the brim with treats.

Stockings overflow with prizes and sweets.
Santa fills 'em to the brim with treats.
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PRESIDENT HITCH
CHANCELLORS
VICE PRESIDENTS
A note concerning education (if the disadvantaged:
"Franklin wrote: At the treaty of Lancaster, in Pennsylvania,
anno 1744, between the Government of Virginia and the Six Nations,
the commissioners from Virginia acquainted the Indians by a speech,
that there was at Williamsburg a college with a fund for educating
Indian youth; and that if the chiefs of the Six Nations would send
down half a dozen of their sons to that college, the government
would take care that they be well provided for, and instructed in all
the learning of the white people.
"The Indians' spokesman replied:
"We know that you highly esteem the kind of learning taught in
those colleges, and that the maintenance of our young men, while
with you, would be very expensive to you. We are convinced, therefore, that you mean to do us good by your proposal and we thank
you

heartily.

are wise, must know that different nations have
different conceptions of things; and you will not therefore take it
amiss, if our ideas of this kind of education happen not to be the
same with yours. We have had some experience of it; several of
our young people were formerly brought up at the colleges of the
northern provinces; they were instructed in all your sciences; but,
when they came back to us, they were bad runners, ignorant of every
means of living in the woods, unable to bear either cold or hunger,
knew neither bow to build a cabin, take a deer, nor kill an enemy,
spoke our language imperfectly, were therefore neither fit for hunters,
warriors, nor counsellors; they were totally good for nothing.
"We are however not the less obligated by your kind offer, though
we decline accepting it; and, to show our grateful sense of it, if the
gentlemen of Virginia will send us a dozen of their sons, we will take
care of their education, instruct them in all we know, and make
men of them."
Source: Benjamin Franklin's pamphlet Remarks Concerning the
Savage of North America (ca. 1784) as quoted in Cosmos Club

But you, who

Bulletin, May, 1968.

The first general meeting of the
Graduate Students Association in
several years was held on November 15th. The major business
of the meeting was consideration
of the proposed Bylaws, which
more clearly defined the role and
function of the GSA and the
Graduate Students Council. The

Bylaws were adopted by a nearly
unanimous vote. Other decisions
made at the meeting were to have
the minutes of the GSA and GSC

meetings posted on department
bulletin boards and on the Graduate Division board on the second
floor of Medical Sciences building
and to hold a general GSA meeting each quarter.
Peter Lipton of Biophysics was

elected representative-at-large to
the GSC. Other GSC representatives for the academic year are
Beth Monninger and Betty Arnold
(Nursing), Russ Weitzel and Ed
Bristol

(Pharmacology), Armen

Melikian and John Fitzloff (Pharmaceutical Chemistry), Paul Ehrlich (Biochemistry), Irene Gilbert
(Anatomy), Dough Carney (Physiology), and Nola Jackson (Micro-

biology).
Suggestions for activities for
the winter and spring quarters
were made such as sponsoring

-

Pres. John Fitzloff, GSA

F. E. Balderston

Vice-President

FREEDOM AWARD PRESENTED TO ALABAMA COLLEGE EDITOR
On October .'il, a former college newspaper editor received
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speakers on subjects of general Dr. Leake have been enjoyed by
interest to graduate students and those attending, but more grada dinner and/or picnic. The curuate students are urged to attend
rent discussions in Philosophy on and participate. The first social
Wednesday noons in Toland Hall gathering of the GSA was ansponsored by the GSA and led by nounced for November 22nd.

sociated Collegiate Press.

lenging the claim of college adThe presentation was made by ministrators that no criticism of
the first Freedom Award for inDr. Dario Politella, NCCPA presstate officials was permitted beident and head of the department cause the state "owned" the camdependence in collegiate journalism.
for journalistic studies at the pus publication.
Gary ('. Dickey, former editor University of Massachusetts. The
Dickey, a Vietnam veteran, was
of the Troy State College newsaward was provided to the NCCexpelled from the college in
paper in Alabama, received the PA by the John Hancock Mutual .August, 1967 after publishing a
award at a convocation of the Life Insurance Co.
blank space in the "Troypolitan"
National Council of College PubPolitella said Dickey was chosen marked "censored" in place of an
lications Advisers and the Asfor journalistic courage in chal- article banned by college administrators because it criticized the
actions of state legislators.
Editor: David E. Bomar, Dentistry
Dickey took his case to the
Advertising Manager: Floyd Pickett, Dentistry
U.S. District Court and was ordered readmitted to the college on
/ dilorittl Si,ill
the grounds that "a state cannot
Altm lio\ nc. (, iinitiate Student
force a college student to forfeit
Arts dud I Hit rjatntneiit
his constitutionally protected
Heihero. f'lmiiiim oloxs
right of freedom of expression as
I ci hint al A \ sistants
a condition to his attending a
Sharon I nW'iTC. (#'ruminate \nr\ini:
state-supported institution."
lit
I'liarinai
n:t.
v
Karen
Judges included: Mr. Thomas
Hurry Slipoi L Dentistry
Photographer
M. Storke, Pulitzer Prize winning
Jerry Piepnieyer. I'ltainnu
editor-publisher of the Santa Bar\
I'lihht alums A s sisitinl
bara, Cal. News-Press; Dr. Arthur
I red (alien
M. Sanderson, Chairman of the
Advisor
journalism program at the UniSquires
liarhttrii
versity of South Florida; Fred
L. Kitlow, professor emeritus of
journalism at the University of

■
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Grad Students Gather

Dean's Shake-Up
The Dean of Students announced that four offices under his
jurisdiction have been moved in order to accommodate the expanded
Financial Aid Office and the new Educational Opportunity Program.

Admissions Officer, Miss Gretchen Franz and her staff have moved
to 1326 Third Avenue, two doors south of the Student Placement
Office. Telephone extension 2733 will remain the same for the Admissions Office. Mr. Booker T. Williams, Educational Opportunity
Program Coordinator, and Mr. Edison Uno, Financial Aid Officer,
have moved to new offices at U-62. Their new telephone extension is
1523. Virginia Gardner, Special Services Coordinator and Foreign
Minnesota; Richard W. Cardwell, Student Advisor, has moved to the Dean of Students Office at U-66.
general counsel for the Hoosier The local campus extension for the Dean of Students Office is 1063.
State Press Association and presDean Swenson explained that the move is temporary and that
ident of the Freedom of Informa- adequate facilities should be available in the next several months to
tion Center at the University of house all of these offices in a location convenient for the campus
Missouri.
community.

LETTERS to the EDITOR
ZILCH!

DEC. 2, 1968
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Minority Recruitment Co-ordinator
Coordinator for a new program
for recruitment of minority group
students at UC San Francisco
Medical Center is Booker T. Williams, formerly Financial Aid Officer in the Dean of Students'
Office. Since Williams became
head of the Dean of Students'
Office's Educational Opportunity
Program last Spring, he has worked closely with a group of UC
Medical Center students who visited colleges and universities
throughout California in an effort to interest minority students
in health science studies at the
San Francisco campus. Over 200

of the students contacted have
since applied to UC. Williams'
other duties include coordinating
special course work, tutorial and
pre-training programs.

A native of Detroit, Williams
received his B.A. in Philosophy
and Communications from the
University of Detroit in 1960 and
did graduate work at the University of Heidelberg, Germany. Before coming to the San Francisco
campus three years ago, he wrote
and directed plays produced in
New York's off-Broadway theater.

Edison Uno

UC Physician Aids Biafra
A University of California phy-

sician recently departed for Africa where he will set up a treatment center for starving Biafran
children near the famed Albert
Schweitzer Hospital in Lambarene, Gabon.

Dr. John F. Catehpool, who
was medical director of the
from 1956
1959, was invited by Dr.
Schweitzer's daughter, Dr. Rhena
Ekert. Currently a research pharmacologist and
Schweitzer Hospital

to

UC San Francisco Medical Center,
his special interest is the medical
problems of developing countries
particularly the long-term effects of malnutrition.
Dr. Catehpool said that mer-

—

cenary aircraft pilots flying arms
and ammunition into Biafra, re-

turn with Biafran children to
nearby Gabon, the Ivory Coast,
and the islands of Fernando Poo
and Sao Tome.
"About 1,500 to 2,000 Biafran
orphans have already arrived in
Gabon. They are receiving emergency care at the over-burdened
military hospital in Libreville,
and the Schweitzer Hospital nearby has been asked to take as
many as possible.
"It is reported that 1,500 Biafran children die daily from

kwashiokor, a severe protein deficiency disease. In advanced kwashiokor, which most of the Biafran

formerly Operations Manager for
Guy S. Millberry Student Union.
Long active in Japanese-American
affairs in the Bay Area, Uno is
currently President of San Francisco's Nisei Voters' League, and
a former Chairman of the city's
Japanese American Citiz c n s'
League Health Plan and Credit
Union. He was appointed to Mayor Alioto's fact-finding crime commission earlier this year. A native
of Los Angeles, Uno is a graduate of Los Angeles State Col-

"

lege.

—

—

,

the Guy S. Millberry Union.
A native of Lahore, India, Dr.
Wallia was awarded a B.S. degree
(industrial engineering) from the
Indian Institute of Technology in
1958. Following immigration to
the United States, Dr. Wallia subsequently completed a combined
M.A./Ph.D. program at Stanford
University in Social Psychology.
He was awarded his doctorate in

1965.
While on the Stanford campus,
Wallia served as Vice President
of the International Club and as
Resident Assistant in Crothers
Hall. He joined the Stanford faculty in 1963 as an instructor in
General Studies. Since 1965, Dr.
Wallia has also served on the
Faculty at San Jose State College
as an Assistant Professor of
a

Psychology. During 1967-68, Wallia performed as Director of a
year-long project at Stanford entitled "Toward Century 21: Technology, Society, and Human Values." The project included numerous public lectures and special
seminars. At the present time.
Dr .Wallia is serving as editor for
a -100-page book based on the

Dr. Wallia
Century 21 Series, and is also
teaching a senior colloquium on
the same subject at Stanford.
In addition to his duties as
.Millberry Union Program Coordinator, Dr. Wallia will have re
sponsibility for the San Francisco
Campus Arts and Lectures Pro
gram. In all of his efforts. Dr.
Wallia will be assisted by Miss
Barbara Squires, Millberry Union Program Associate.

medical and food supplies are
needed to the Afro-American African Relief Institute, a San Francisco-based organization composed mostly of black Americans
which was recently established to
Please submit all copy material in double-spaced, type-written
help civilian victims of the Ni- form to:
Synapse
gerian-Biafran war.
Dave Bomar, Editor
Contributions to aid the children of Biafra may be sent to the
Central Desk, Millberry Union
Phone: Ext. 2019
Afro-American African Relief InCopy Deadline
stiute, 552 McAllister Street, San
Date of Issue
Monday, January 20, 19(5!)
Francisco, or the Albeit Schweit- Wednesday, January 8, 1968
Tuesday, February 11, 1969
zer Fellowship, 866 United NaMonday, February 21, 1969
Wednesday, March 19, 1969
tions Plaza, New York.
Monday, March 31, 1969
Wednesday, April 16, 1969
Monday, April 28, 1969
Wednesday, May 14, 1969
Monday, May 26, 1969

1969 Synapse Publication Schedule

Synapse Staff Meeting
There will be

a

meeting of

Synapse staff members on
Wednesday, December 4, at 5:00
p.m. It will be held in the Synapse
Office, Parking Level A, Millberry
Union. All staff members and
prospective staff members (even
critics with or without portfolio),
please attend.

Effectiveness of diet pills dis- experiences both auditory and ular user sometimes falls into a
within two or three visual hallucination, and often excyclical pattern of stimulationweeks," says Dr. Frederick Meyhibits violent paranoid behavior. sedation drug use. He takes a
ers, Professor of Pharmacology Black market dealers dilute the pep pill in the afternoon to comat the University of California drug with other substances that bat the effects of three martinis
Medical Center here.
at lunch; a sleeping pill at night
can make a dose fatal."
said that the comto fight the insomnia caused by
Dr.
Meyers
"However, people continue to
pulsive user of large doses of the amphetamine; and another
use them for months and someamphetamine, unlike that of pep pill in the morning to whip
times years
not to lose weight oral
is rare. A the hangover produced by the
but for the mild euphoric effect of injected amphetamine,
for the preference barbituate in the sleeping pill,
major
reason
the pills."
for the needle is the orgasmic reand so on.
Diet pills belong to the amphetaction experienced at the time
Dr. Meyers said.
amine
of injection. "However some vul"Oral amphetamines are also
"Addiction to injected amphetagulp dozens used to increase mental alertness
nerable
individuals
'speed'
mine
is the most
of diet or pep pills daily, doing and physical performance. But
serious drug problem among to- nearly
as much damage to themthey are not a magic source of
day's youth. Cheaper and the
selves as the 'speed' abuser."
extra mental or physical energy,"
for
catylst
greater problems withofDr.
Anxiety
Meyers emphasized. "They
wakefulness,
and
in the community, 'speed' is a
ten to the point of insomnia, are serve only to put the user to
form
of
drug
more destructive
common side effects of even modgreater expenditure of his own
abuse than heroin.
erate doses of amphetamines, esresources, sometimes to a hazard"The individual on a 'speed' pecially at the beginning of use, ous point of fatigue that is not
trip doesn't eat or sleep for days, Dr. Meyers continued. "The regrecognized."

—

PROGRAM COORDINATOR for

-

Amphetamine Abuse
appears

Beginning Monday, November
18, 1968, Mr. C. Singh Wallia,
Ph.D. will assume the position of

Succeeding Williams as Financial Aid Officer is Edison Uno,

children have, hair becomes brittle, turns a reddish color, and
falls off. Children afflicted become so bloated that water oozes
from their feet, and skin flakes
off like peeling paint. They are
also very vulnerable to other diseases. Unless this protein deficiency is quickly ameliorated,
death usually results. Even those
who survive may be mentally retarded," he said.
En route to the Gabon, Dr.
Catchpool plans to stop over in
the other African countries where
refugee Biafran children have accumulated. He will report what

Booker T. Williams

C. Singh Wollia New MU Program Director

Dr. Comroe Receives
AHA Award
Dr. Julius H. Comroe, Jr., Director of the Cardiovascular Research Institute at the University
of California San Francisco Medi-

cal Center, received the American
Heart Association's 1968 Research
Achievement Award today at Bal
Harbour, Florida. The $1000
award was presented by Dr. Jesse
E. Edward, President of the Association.
Dr. Comroe was cited as "a
scientist of distinction who has
enriched our understanding of
cardiopulmonary physiology

Amphetamines can improve an
athlete's performance, but by
pushing him beyond his normal
endurance can also be harmful or
even fatal. Automobile or truck
drivers, who continue beyond their
usual mental and physical capabilities risk their own lives and
the lives of others, the pharmacologist said.
"If the young people of today
abuse drugs, they take their cue
in large part from parents and
other adults they see swallowing
enormous quantities of pep and
diet pills, tranquilizers, and alcohol to alter their moods so they

can handle problems at hand,"
Dr. Meyers concluded.

His discoveries have cast light
upon the function of chemoreceptors (which are sensitive to chemical changes in the blood) and his
technical developments have en-

abled us to

assess

pulmonary

function."

The citation also hails Dr. Comlucid lecturer, author,
editor and teacher, who has inspired and helped hundreds of
young physicians to train in many
aspects of science."
An Alumnus of the University
of Pennsylvania, Dr. Comroe was
Professor at the Graduate School
of Medicine there, prior to 1957
when he became a member of the
faculty at the University of California San Francisco Medical
Center.
several organizations within the
United States Public Health Service, including the National Heart
Institute, National Advisory Mental Health Council, and the National Advisory Heart Council.
Earlier this year an honorary
Doctor of Medicine degree was
conferred upon Dr. Comroe by
the Karolinska Institute in Sweden.
Dr. Comroe and his wife, Jeanette, are residents of Hillsborough,
California.
roe as "a
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Caucus Voice Demands
Health professionals as well as
non-health professionals have long
been aware that equality of opportunity does not exist in the
health science profession. Health
science students need only glance
around their classes to confirm
this fact; their own education is
impoverished by the sameness of

struction for the various disciplines of the Medical Center, it

is reasonable that these disciplines make a special effort to
offer educational opportunities to
Bay Area residents who are of a

Black Caucus strongly believes

{hat the San Francisco Medical
Center has the resources, if not,
can easily obtain them, to lead
the nation in the creation of a
new and vital program to greatly
increase minority participation in
the health and allied health professions. We believe that such
participation will substantially
improve health care in this country. The Black Student's UnionBlack Caucus also recognizes the
efforts of some of the various
schools of the Medical Center to
increase their minority student,
but not minority faculty, enrollment. However, the membership
senses either a lack of sincerity
or the lack of awareness on the
part of some of the schools at
the San Francisco Medical Center, regarding the critical nature

-

1968

EUROPE CHARTERS
Arranged by students of Hastings
College of Law and Open to All
Students & Immed. FamiIy,,ALUMNI
Faculty, & Admin. At All Cal Campuses
MAY 8-SEPT. 20, 1969
SEPT. 7-NOV. 10, 1969

minority.
The two Medical and Dental
schools primarily responsible for
background represented by their the education of most Black docclassmates. Recent statistics il- tors and dentists are accepting
lustrate the magnitude of the more and more white students, to
problem. In 1967-68, out of ap- the end that freshman classes at
proximately 2,000 students at the both of these institutions are
San Francisco Medical Center, made up of approximately 509f
or 1.1094 were minority white students. Schools in the
only 22
students which we defined as North who say they admit stuBlacks, Mexican-Americans (Span- dents regardless of race, are not
admitting sufficient numbers of
ish surnames) and American In285-3896 (EVE)
751-6425 (AM)
dians.
minority students to bridge the
Ultimately, the lack of minor- gap left by these two schools, not
ity enrollment in schools of health to mention the fact that the inprofession sciences contributes to crease in population among miof a shortage of minority stua critical manpower shortage and norities demands far more minorinadequate health care in the very ity health professionals. Another dents and faculty persons in
poverty areas where health is a example is the field of Nursing. their respective schools. It is in
Despite the fact that Nursing is this respect that the Black Stumajor problem.
complicated by having a variety dent's Union-Black Caucus of the
President Johnson, in his remarks to the National Medical of programs leading to the R.N. University of California, San
Association in Houston, Texas, license, there has been a steady Francisco Medical Center, hereby
on August 14, 1968, said:
decrease in the numbers of minorissue the following demands:
"Consider this fact: Among ity students enrolled in profesI.
white citizens one American in sional schools of Nursing. Part of
1.1. That for the class entering
670 becomes a doctor, but among this problem lies in the fact that in the fall of 1969, the number
Negroes one in 670? No. Among a number of schools traditionally of places in the respective schools
training Black Nurses have been be reserved for minority students
Negroes it is one in 5,000.
That is just not right. closed as the push for integra".
defined as Blacks, Mexican-AmerThat is a tragedy. That is a com- tion was accelerated.
icans and American Indians:
The reluctance of many educaplete, absolute indictment of our
Number of Numbei
entire educational system and I tional institutions to amend the
Places to
of
am going to say so here today.
injustices of this situation by inichool
be Reserved Places
"We must recruit more talented creasing the numbers of minority
19
75
)entistry
Negro students for the medical students can often be attributed
110
27
Jursing
profession. We must assist more to a desire to maintain current
15
85
'harmacy
institutions to educate more Ne- practices, by refusing to modify
32
130
Medicine
admission requirements. Others
gro doctors, Negro dentists, Ne9
'hysical Therapy
34
gro nurses, Negro pharmacists, justify the apathy by insisting
12
Technology 3
ttedical
and Negro technicians.
that only qualified applicants be
12
4
C-Ray Technology
"We must persuade American considered regardless of race and
5
1
iledical
Illustration
Universities to stretch and ex- color. The end result is that most
Internship
dietetic
pand their resources to give spe- white professional educational in15
4
Program
cial attention to training Negroes stitutions purposefully ignore the
)ental Hygiene
G
24
their
of
rightful place in injustices
to take
the society in an
12
Exfoliative Cytology 3
the health profession."
attempt to avoid involvement in
finacial sup1.2
adequate
That
Student's
The Black
Union- that society's problems.
Black Caucus of the University
The Black Student's Union- port for tuition and fees, room
who
Medof California, San Francisco
Black Caucus recognizes the fact and board be provided those
are in need of such aid.
ical Center, strongly feels that that the institutions of this coun1.3 That the deadline for applinot only "Negroes" (Blacks), but try must address themselves to
Mexican-American and American the nation's problems in an in- cations for the fall classes of
1969 be extended until May 31,
Indian can only take their right- formed, positive purposeful man1969.
ful place in the health profession ner and cease to justify apathy,
1.4 That faculty persons be reby being given their rightful based on ignorance at its best
from the minority comcruited
the
health
allied
and
and
at
places in
racism
its worse. Time conmunity and hired as full time prohealth professional disciplines tinues to pass rapidly as meaningfessors.
here at the San Francisco Mediful progress lags behind, thus in11.
cal Center in numbers which will tensifying the already critical
2.1 That each of the schools
be significant.
BOSffOT-TKTTW...
problem.
~*
(To page 12)
The Black Student's UnionA large number of minority
students is necessary both to
avoid tokenism and to permit
MEL GOLDBLATT PRESENTS
minority students to maintain
SPONTANEOUS SOUND
their identity within their classes.
a concert for gongs, tympani.
These students will bring with
cymbals, bells, chimes, flutes,
them knowledge and understandreeds & Tibetan temple horn
problems
which
of
health
care
ing
Over 150 instruments played by one man
can greatly enrich the education
of their classmates. In addition
"One of the most beautiful and haunting sound experiences you'll ever encounter
to increasing the minority student
the ultimate "acid" music. It is there to receive and engulf you, not to conenrollment at the Medical Center,
front and intimidate you. It exists as a mirror of your emotions, as a guide for
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there is a great urgency in in-

creasing the number of minority
faculty personnel as well.
Since members of the Bay
Area minority population, as ward
and clinic patients, serve as an
important source of medical in-

B
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your inner trips. Relax, and float downstream."

Youngblood/L.A. Free Press
Allston,
&
Dec. 6 & 7, 8:30 pm
Berkeley Community Little Theater, Grove
$3, $2 Stdnts, at All Macy's Stores; Sherman Clay,
Oakland: ASUC & Record City. Berkeley.
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To Question the Demands

schools are going to have to be
upgraded all along the line. Unfortunately, we cannot allow ourselves the luxury of waiting for
this to happen. Something needs to
be done now. We may not be in
an ideal position to compensate
for poor quality prior education,
but, as was stated before, a start
has to be made somewhere.
Question: Is the Implementation
of the Demands going to save the
world?
Answer: Our implementation of
these Demands will not change the
world overnight. It will, hopefully,
set an example for others. If many
small communities similar to ourselves do theirparts, then, we have
a chance.
In Summary
E PLURIBUS UNUM. Sound nice?
I have no idea of knowing whether
the people of this country will
ever become one. I do know that
we are going to have to live with
one another. This is why, in the
first few questions, I dwelled upon
the theme of virtuous people, careful deliberation, and doing theright
thing. It is vitally important that
we exercise good judgment and
do what seems to be most necessary.
The questions, I feel, provide
somewhat of a help in exercising
the good, judgment required to cope
with the present problem. You will
notice that no question was really
answered "yes" or "no." None
of these questions really has an
answer that is black or white (no
pun intended) as in all cases requiring good judgment we are

shortcomings somewhere along the
line. Ideally, the undergraduate
school should have prepared all
applicants to enter our schools.
Unfortunately, we do not live in an
ideal world. We must, therefore,
see what can be done in our capacity as health professionals.
Question: Is not the quota' system
basically a discriminatory device ?
After all, providing equality of opportunity is one thing; equality of
short end of the stick ever since outcome is quite another.
Answer: The fact of the matter
they were brought to this country
remains more "minority" health
against their will?
Answer: I seriously doubt that professionals are needed. The
any viable moral system can be system set up by the listofDemands
both collective ("WE have mis- may not be ideal, but it is sometreated our Minorities") andcum- thing with which to begin. If someulative ('WE have to pay a price one else has some workable ideas
for what OUR fathers have done"). that will begin to alleviate our
why has he not stepped
It is pointless to feel guilt for what dilemma,

by Dave Bomar
our'judgment it would be a good
Having been presented with the thing If more "minority" health
Demands of the 8.5.U.-B.C, we professionals were available to
are confrontedwith a perplexing di- serve their communities. Let us
lemma. It is necessary to muster drop the "rightist" frame ofreferall of thegood judgment at our dis- ence and pursue our arguments in
posal to cope with the situation. a "virtuous" frame of reference.
Perhaps we can delineate some If we do good and virtuous things,
useful guilde lines to aid our search rights fade into the background.
for an equitable course of action.
Question: Must we accede to the
Question: In what spirit shall demands because we owe it to
we seek a course of action or in- black people, whohavereceivedthe

action?
Answer: It is important that we
do not, first of all, pursue a
policy of simple expediency. No
just action will result from a desire
only to avoid a confrontation after
December 2. Secondly, we must not
carry out a policy under threat,
or force, or coercion. Instead, it
is necessary that we do the right
thing,, the thing that in our judgment as virtuous people is fairest
to all concerned.
Question: Is there really any
problem?

Answer: No. A problem of the
"question and answer" type admits
of a rational solution by plugging
a few variables into a pre-determined formula. It seems to me that
what faces "minority" persons is a
state of affairs or a dilemma, for
which there is no "answer", per
se. We are limitedto exercising the
best judgment of which we are
capable. Put another way: there is
no "solution" to the health care
needs of "minorities"; at best
there can be a most desirable
course of action.
Question: Must we accede to the
Demands because, as L.B.J. states
in the Preamble to the Demands,
"minority" people have a "rightful place In the health professions. As a person concernedabout
other persons, I would say, rather,
that it Is desirablethat "minority"
persons be in the health professions. Instead of wasting time arguing about rights, let us argue about
what is GOOD. Here the factor of
judgment comes in, once again. In

-

may havebeen donebefore your ancestors ever arrived in this
country. It most certainly is, however, wrong to allow our fellow
human beings to suffer from the
burden of past history, If there is
some way in which we can help.
I say, quit crying about the sins
of past generations and try to
avoid committing sins of your
own.
Question: Is it up to us, as professionals, to be responsive to the
desires of the community that is
not receiving health care?
Answer: It Is up to us as good
or virtuous people to be responsive
to that community. As a professional my duty is to provide a
service to my patient. As a person
it is my duty to be responsible to
the community of whichlam a part.
Hopefully, the virtuous person and
the professional are one and the

same.

Question: Why should we do anything? Is it our fault thattheundergraduate school has not prepared
"minority" studentswellenough to
meet our standards?
Answer: It is up to us to do what
we can. We cannot justifyinaction,
because someone else is guilty of

-

forward? The B.S.U. B.C. has
begun to provide some leadership in an area where something
needs to be done.
Question: Are there drawbacks
to the system proposed by the list
of Demands.
Answer: Certainly. We have had
to abandon, to some extent, theidea
of one fixed set of standards which
would be applied equally to everyone. On the other hand, we have
been made aware of some of the
Inadequacies of the present system
of judging applicants. Perhaps this
will speed our search for new
standards. The abandonment of our
traditional set of standards and
the substitution of a process that
is, to some degree,political maybe
distasteful. But, we must keep two
things in mind. The Minority
Students Admission Committee
would make a fool of itself if it
continually recommended students
with insufficient ability to do satisfactory work; and, again, no one
has stepped forward with a better
alternative.
i
In addition, the demands are a
sort of punishment visiteduponthe
Medical Center for shortcomings of
preceding education. Ultimately,
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INSURANCE
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faced with shades of grey.
So, what is my judgment ? The
Demands are, in principle, acceptable. In an absolute sense,
they are not perfectly right; but,
in my judgment :, there is not yet
available a better alternative.
Granted, I would like to see one
or two changes in substance (e.g.
the privilege for non-"minority"
disadvantaged students to appeal
to the Minority Admissions Committee for, if nothing else, ahearing; or a change in the percentage
from 25% to 20%, which is closef
to theactual percentage of "minority" persons in the population),
but in principle I think the B.S.U.B.C. and I are fairly close together.
And one final question: Are there
any qualifications involved In the
judgement that we have rendered?
Answer: The conclusion at which
we have arrived is based upon one
fundamental proposition: thatthere
exists between "minority" and
non-"minority" a cultural gap that
is not rectifiable by the ordinary
processes of education up to and
through the undergraduate years,
and that this cultural disparity
hinders the academic progress of
"minority" people in an academic
world that is steeped in a particular intellectual tradition. If, in
fact, there are two separate
cultures, it is unreasonable to expect the persons of one culture to
be judged by the standards of another. This is the important qualification of which we must be aware.
(To page li;
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THOU SHALT NOT MURDER,
or we will kill you
by Alan Boyne
Living in city herds as we do,
individual freedom has to be infringed for the socety's protecton. Apparently, in the communist
countries, the social good is considered to be of prime importance,
and individual liberty is doled out
insofar as it will not interfere
with society. Our tradition considered total individual freedom
as the ideal, and whittled at this
as was necessary to prevent socially destructive behaviour. The
different starting points of the
two systems is reflected in their
present day mode of life.
Whatever the system, laws,
rules and regulations seem to
serve a need for a widely respected and understood mode of behavior within social groups. They
relieve a necessity for a punch-up
everytime another fellow contradicts your behaviour. They seem
to be fairly successful in this
way; streetfighting is way down
from Matt Dillon's days: In the
ongoing life of a society, new
lews can be formulated dealing
with new nuisances, making them
illegal. In our tradition, we are

But now let us take a preg-

nant woman all alone in the middle of the desert. There is only
one person there. Future possibilities aside, there is only one person there. If she inserts an instrument into HER uterus and

detaches the collection of cells
growing there, then a police car
comes screaming over the dunes,
lights

flashing,

horn

wailing,

handcuffs ready. Thou shalt not
kill, smear, smear.
Consider again, the autistic
children with an unknown form
of brain damage who may tear
their own eyes out, or casually
kneel down beside a wall and
bang their heads against it till
dead. Hydro-cephalic children are
another case in point; their heads
are swelled with water and may
be as big as their bodies. One
nurse carries the head, another
carries the body. Do we ever
examine the pros and cons of enforced survival of these cases?
No we do not. We are bound by
the ancient moral principle of not
killing, so we never consider
that it may be preferable. We
strap them down, often for a lifesupposed to use wordings .and time, so that they cannot touch
sanctions which will dissect out themselves. If we tried to treat
the problem, and not abridge freedogs in this fashion, the humane
dom in adjacent areas.
society would have a field day.
There are two problems inBecause they are of human stock
herent in this lawmaking prohowever, we smear Thou shall
cedure which merit discussion. To not kill, and torture them for as
whit: if a law is going to affect long as medical sicence can keep
most of the members of a society, them alive. A new surgical techthen the sanction had better be nique is being used on some
fairly innocuous, e.g. traffic tick- hydro-cephalic children; excess
ets. Unfortunately, if the law is
only going to affect a few people,
then there will only be a few
people to complain that the sanction is too severe, and by the
time they complain they will be

to be ridiculous at the extremes
only because the small number of
people involved are sacrificed by
the majority which wishes to be-

example of that. How can we
justify killing killers for killing?
Would not the above treatment
be equally applicable, i.e. strap
down killers for life, or at least
incarcerate them for life? The

difference seems to be that the
autistic children cannot hurt us,
so that we can demonstrate our
allegance to principle without
endangering ourselves. Convicted
killers may kill again, and we also
wish to dissuade other killers, so
we let morality go hang while we
protect ourselves from danger.
I suggest that this illustrates

the premise that society devises
laws and sanctions out of a spirit
of self interest and not from a
discernment of ultimate values.
cial rule; Thou shalt not kill. The The underlying motivation for almembers of a community of any legance to "moral principles"
size can only benefit from comseems to be that men like to know
munal living if they all agree not exactly where they stand. Uncerto bump one another off. If this tainty is unpleasant so we atdecision is not made, then solitary tempt to eliminate it by smearing
cave dwelling would be healthier. principles over a multitude of difNowadays, the law serves the ferent contingencies. Our social
same purpose so that we can
psychology seems to need this
walk thru the herd fairly secure centainty factor to such an extent
in the belief that the odds are that it is probably no use fighting
against us being killed at the it. Therefore, it may be worthrandom whim of a neighbour.
while to suggest a principle
lieve that it has discovered ab-

solute morality.
An obvious example of ridiculous smearing is the earliest so-

which could be smeared more
fairly than the worn thin ones
we now have.
Suppose we simply went back
to individual rights and freedoms
and began again to re-emphasize
that the individual shall have
complete control over his body
(her body) during life, and by
prior directive, after death. As
a corollary, we could make explicit a womans right to withdraw
her blood supply from a foetus
in her body.
Voluntary abortion is rapidly
becoming a world wide social
necessity and the law will change
for that reason, but if we simply
respond to necessity, then we are
not progressing. Let us learn to
revise our so-called absolute morality so that pregnant women
and suffering children are not
made into sacrifices to a mammoth hypocrisy.
If we do assert the individuals
right to control of himself and
his biological attachments, he

would have control over:
(1) Whether he wished to be
continually kept alive with organ

transplants.
(2) Whether he wished to be
used* for organ transplants.
(3) Making his own definition
of when he wished to be regarded
as dead.

Perhaps the advice of the Medical profession would be taken
here, perhaps not.
(4) Registering a prior directive as to how long he wished to
be maintained in a comatose state

water is being tapped off to before support was withdrawn.
other parts of the body. New In the case of a comatose patient,
drugs are being continually tried, the hospital may eventually deof course, and it would seem that cide to withdraw the feeding etc.,

these children are little more than
experimental animals. Should we
criminals anyway. There is no not seriously consider that the
automatic check and balance at more severe cases would be better
the "small no. of offenders" end off dead while we try to make
progress with the less severe?
of the scale.
Another coupled problem is the
Sometimes it turns out to be
more insidious one of ancient and very inconvenient to adhere to
widespread social laws being our principles, so let's consider an
treated with formaldehyde, painted gold and held up as absolute,
inviolable moral principles. Unfortunately again, we appear to
not only have a need for a well
known set of regulations, but we
like to demonstrate our belief in
the absolute nature of the ancient
ones by smearing them over the
widest possible range of situations, up to and beyond the point
of ridiculousness. We can afford

Anesthesia Research Grant

thereby making a decision which
a pregnant woman is not allowed
to make.
(5) In many states, suicide is
punishable by a jail term, provided it was unsuccessful. Usually

confinement in

mental instituThis is
again a ludicrous extension of
Thou shalt not kill. If we give
the individual his own life to control, then a terminal cancer patient could opt to be dispatched
pleasantly at the hands of a physiican, rather than slowly disintegrate into a puddle of morphine in a bed-pan.
Individuals whose lives are
literally fates worse than death
would have that alternative openly available to them.
(6) Convicted killers could be
given a maximum penalty of literally life imprisonment, with the
alternative of a decent death if
that would be preferable to the
tion

a

is recommended.

individual.

With Thou shalt not kill reserved for death in the street
type situations, we would be free
to decide these other situations
on their own merits.

A grant of $35,000 for de- Center in July, 1967. He is a
velopment of an Anesthesia ProDirector of the American Board
gram Project was made to the of Anesthesiology and a member
University of California San of the National Research CounFrancisco Medical Center by the cil's Committee on Anesthesia.
National Institute of General
Medical Sciences, Department of
Health, Education and Welfare.
Under the direction of Dr. William K. Hamilton, Professor and
Chairman of the Department of
Anesthesia, the new project is
part of a national program of
grant support, authorized by Congress, to expand research and
training in all aspects of modern
anesthesiology. This major effort
is being made at the national
level to increase the number of
anesthesiologists needed to meet
the demands of both clinical and
academic medicine.
"We believe," said Dr. Hamilton, "that improved patient-care,
now and in the future, is our
most important objective. To
achieve this, more doctors must
be trained in anesthesiology who
will be able to provide quality
care to patients, and who will be
competent to teach future physicians."

Dr. Hamilton and his wife,

Shyrlee, are residents of Greenbrae in Marin County. Their
daughter, Debra, is a student at
Redwood High School and a son,
Douglas, is enrolled at U.C. Davis.

*}buw looking
at an
insurance man
you can say

noto.

A multidiscipline approach

characterizes the new program
as outlined by Dr. Hamilton. Cooperation among departments on
the San Francisco campus and
with the growing medical school
at Davis, as well as with those
at San Francisco General Hospital, will provide an excellent
source of specialists in the various areas reflected in problems of
anesthesia.
Research training, a necessary
complement to clinical training
and patient-care, will be concerned with neurophysiology, pharmacology, surgery and obstetrics; as
well as with respiratory problems
that arise in the newborn and in
patients in Coronary and Intensive Care Units.
"The Anesthesia Program Project grant awarded to the San
Francisco campus," said Dr. Hamilton, "is the fourth in the nation;
the other three institutions being
the University of Pennsylvania,
Harvard University, and the Uni-

Donovan L Jenkins,C.t.U.

One reason for our reputation
for integrity has been an
emphasis on professionalism.
Consequently, we have always
attracted men of quality... men
who understand that there are
times when no is the only
valid answer.
And men whose business it is
to have your interests at heart.

Does that sound like just another
advertising phrase? Well, look
at it this way. Ask any top
professional if there's a healthier
way to build a following.

..

So call him. You'll be impressed
by the number—and the kind—
of goals he can help you
accomplish with life insurance.
And remember

you can

versity of Washington."

always say no to him.

Dr. Hamilton, a native of Guthrie Center, lowa, and an alumnus
of the State University of lowa,
accepted chairmanship of the Department of Anesthesiology at
U.C.s San Francisco Medical
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arts &entertainmen
...
Ballet Afro-Haiti

Poetry

by Terry Connor

DREAMS
Well, another day has gone to past
And soon my mind will roam the
vast,
The unknown, ingrown, timeless
what,
Well, we call it sleep, but that
it's not.
How can science let it rest,
When all we've done is name :t

makes a dream?

Who's the producer and where is
the screen?
Where does time go,
When you start the show ?
Who turns it off,
And how do you know ?

But it's all such a pleasure,
Why question it's cause.
Why question the why i'ors,
unknown view,
Of all that's stayed inside of you. Why stop to pause.
And all we do is say it's sleep,
We dream, it's there for us to
And say how it's necessary to get
enjoy,
off one's feet,
God's little gift, our treasured
For at least an hour or two a day,
toy.
Or our minds may well fade away, Why should we know,
And we'll act strange and too Why there's always a show.
bright,
Why not just dream,
If we don't get our eight hours To hell with where's the screen.
troupe that has performed their backgrounds, as do the drumAfter all, we're just human.
each night.
throughout the Bay area and the mers, and this fact enhances the
And that's questionable too,
a third of everyone's life,
It's
West Coast. In addition to having variety of expression of which
But
if we knew what dreams
kind
But no one complains, it's all
the group is capable. It works toappeared in the past at the Mediwere,
of
nice.
cal Center, Ballet Afro-Haiti has gether at all times, however, as a
We could probably answer that
Anyway, at four in the morning
been seen at Stanford, the Uni- coherent whole, and is constantly
one too.
there's
not much to do.
versity of San Francisco, the growing and refining its techEveryone's asleep and you should
University of California at Davis, niques. The program should be
be too.
Consciously cautious,
and the Summer Dance Festival. one of unsual interest, and we But have you wondered who
The dancers vary widely in urge you not to miss it.
Of all that is nauseous,
I blindedly live out each day.
Avoiding with vigor,
That what don't figure,
As the Christmas season apAny and all campus organizaAnd those that ain't goin' my way.
preparations
are
under
proaches,
tions are encouraged to make Feebly rounding,
Ide Wheeler riding his horse way for the annual Millberry Unoriginal Christmas decorations The truth that's astounding,
around the campus; it is Profes- ion Trim-A-Limb party. Be sure with which to "trim-a-limb" of our
I find there ain't nothin' ta say.
sor Henry Morse Stephens wel- to come to the Union lounge on Millberry tree. For any further
war's but a whore,
And
at
to
noon,
coming the incoming Frosh. These Tuesday, December 3,
questions, call Barbara Squires
been with before,
ain't
I
are sights and memories dear to partake of the goodies and en- at 666-2019. Yule come, won't So don't nobody ask me to pay.
decorate
many generations of students and tertainment, and to help
you?
alumni. May I add that Mario the tree.
This year, in addition to a
Savio is not excluded.
of Christmas songs by
selection
The manner in which the comNOW Exclusive Northern California Engagement
pilers approach the material is the Millberry Singers, under the
M
Dont ever stop ehasintf
a welcome one. They do not pre- direction of Miss Margot Harto
a
we
be
treated
will
rison,
whether
era,
to
an
judge
sume
that era be one of war, of frater- reading of Dylan Thomas' "A
nity foolishness, of FSM. They Child's Christmas in Wales," by
say: this is what happened in the distinguished actor, Jack
words and pictures; this is what
went on; this was the spirit of
the University. People of future
generations may render judgment
as they deem fit, but this is like
ASTAIRE PETULA CLARK TOMMY STEELE
it was.
AL FREEMAN JR BARBARA HANCOCK
DONFRANCKS KtENANWYNN
have an
Whether or not
»3£ TECHNICOLOR* FROM WARNER BROS.-SEVEN ARTS W
interest in history and tradition,
you will probably enjoy this
ft MAIL ORDERS NOW I
«aj Mfl>*er
of the expansion and

at best.
Each day you step into an

On Thursday, December sth, at
12 noon, Ballet Afro-Haiti will
appear in a Meridian West concert in the Millberry Union
Lounge. Directed and choreographed by Danny Duncan and
managed by Zack Thompson, the
company, which started out focusing on contemporary dance, has
evolved into an ethnic dance

History To Relax By
by Dave Bomar
Calm down. Echew hypertension. Break away from the seemingly inescapable now and fly
over the variegated landscape
that is the ghost of University of
California past.
If I sound rather pleased, it
is because a new volume entitled
The University of California
A Pictorial History has just come
forth from the University Press.
Compiled by Albert G. Pickerell,
Professor of Journalism, and May
Dornin, formerly of the Department of Archives, of the Berkeley campus, this book is part of
the protracted Centennial of the

—

University.

What does this volume contain?

—

Photographs (in excess of 600
an excellent selection) and commentary (appropriate and interesting). A section is devoted to
each of the nine University campuses. Being the oldest campus,
Berkeley occupies the largest sec-

-

-

£&

Jh FRED
W

tion, but the newer campuses are
by no means neglected.
As is proper this does not purport to be an extensive presentation of historical minutiae, but
a chronological summation of
what U.C. has meant to generations of students and alumni. A
relaxing perusal of this book
demonstrates that it is an answer
to the question, "What was and
what is the nature of the University of California?"
Over the years, U.C. has meant

record
growth of U.C. from its inception
to the present nine-campus "multiversity." Judge the past as you
wish; direct the future as you
wish; but be not ignorent of that
which has gone before you.
Granted that the University
does face dilemmas of urgency
and of great magnitude, it is to
your advantage to put the immediate out of your mind for
just a moment and to relax and
enjoy the road we have thus far
traveled. The University of CaliA Pictorial History will
fornia
take you on a journey along this

South Hall, with North Hall not
yet demolished; it is Benjamin

Now, ready for the pressure
cooker again? Let's not be late
for that one o'clock class.

many things to many people.
Berkeley, for example, is old

Time For Trim-A-Limb

—

road.
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Aranson. Mr. Aranson, who is
also the director of the City
Theatre in San Francisco, is a
University of California graduate
who has trained with the Old Vie
and the Irish Theatre. We are
pleased that his busy schedule of
engagements both in the Bay area
and throughout the country will
permit us to welcome him back
to the Millberry Union.
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"The Russians Are Coming"
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On Friday, December 6, the based on the idea of a Russian
Friday Night Film will be "The submarine that is grounded on a
Russians Are Coming", with sand bar off the New England

Yale And The Beatles

fosS\ I from your Friendly
[rMfflbrc PHOTO
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and articles. The list includes: "In
United Artists Someone
Else's Sandals," a musi-
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showing only, the film will begin
at 8:00 p.m. in the Medical Sciences Auditorium, instead of at

Johnathan Winters, Eva Marie Coast. (
.-;:'■ 7:30, as is usual. Admission is
Saint, and Carl Reiner. The film
50c for students and 75c for the
is a nervous, panicky comedy
Be sure to note that for this, general public.
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"Don't play cool," said Big Al
Brodax, producer of the new
animated Beatle motion picture
"Yellow Submarine". "How many
lousy little Yale professors get to
meet the Beatles?" Erich Segal,
professor of classics could have
replied, "How many college professors are writing a screenplay
for the Beatles?"

Working from The Beatles hit
song "Yellow Submarine," Segal

cal, another musical, "You Can't
Get There From Here," written
with composer Richard Rodgers,
and the screenplay for the upcoming Norman Jewison film,
"The Landlord."
Segal himself has some ambivalent feelings toward his growing film reputation: "An unfortunate side effect of writing
'Yellow Submarine' is that it gave
some of my students the impression that I care more about the
Beatles than about Euripides.
They're more swayed by my having had a drink with Ringo than
by my lectures."
Although Segal has achieved
the enviable distinction of having
one of his lyrics accepted by the
Beatles for their new film song,
"Lucy in the Sky with Diamonds,"
he still remains very much a member of the academic community.
Enthusiasm for Erich Segal
and his professional approach is
indicated by enrollment in a
course on Greek Tragedy which
jumped from 60 to 300 since he
took over the class. Moreover, this
upswing began before Erich Segal
met a single Beatle.
Though some of the more scholarly types on the faculty have
difficulty understanding his venture into screenwriting, both the
chairman of the department, Professor Havelock, and Segal himself, think that this sideline may
actually improve his work as a
scholar.
Says Havelock, "I think that
it has helped him acquire the gift
of approaching a classical work
as one might approach any modern one. He sees Plautus as you
might see a contemporary playwright. Hence, he's always able
to ask fresh and provocative

and co-authors Brodax, Jack Mendelsohn and Lee Minoff, whipped
up a screenplay.
Digging deep into his classical
background, Segal supplied the
story's imagery inspired by the
mythical voyages of Greek and
Roman adventurers, complete
monsters and strange
One of the most unlikely new with weird
These
were blended with
places.
members of the screenwriting current
to provide a modsatire
fraternity, Erich Segal, a 32-yearOdyssey.
old assistant professor of classics
The Beatles themselves made
at Yale, the son of a Brooklyn
script contributions. John Lennon
rabbi, has several prior claims to
once called Segal at 3 in the mornfame. He finished 151st in a field ing
to suggest, "wouldn't it be
of 750 runners at the 1966 Boston
great if Ringo were followed
marathon, he was both class poet
down the street by a yellow suband salutory speaker at his gradmarine." The scene was put into
uation from Harvard, he has the script.
authored several scholarly works
While Segal himself discounts
and has his Doctorate degree.
the significance of his contribuAll that has changed. His fame tions, saying, "what I did for
now rests on his recent success the movie is nothing really
as a screenwriter and for having the verbal is completely subserplayed the piano for Ringo Starr vient to the visual," others do not.
the Harvard fight song, of It has been cited for its verbal
course.
inventiveness and the creative
It began with Brodax's request use of the standard pun.
that Segal hop a jet to London
This assignment has since provto collaborate on the script for en a starting point for a barrage
"Yellow Submarine."
of Segal authored plays, movies questions."
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SANTA COMES

TO MILLBERRY
UNION
On Wednesday,

December 4,
the annual Children's Christmas
Party will be held in the Millberry Union Gym. Festivities will
begin at 6:30 p.m. and continue
until 8:30, with cartoons and refreshments for one and all. The
big event, of course, will be the
arrival of Santa Claus on his
bright red fire engine (the reindeer are being given a rest this
year), and parents are encouraged to arrive with their children
at 6:30 sharp so as not to miss it.
Any students or employees interested in being "Santa's Helpers" and aiding in the decoration
of the Gym should call Barbara
Squires at 666-2019. See you at
the party!

Millberry Union Student Art Show
Frustrated artists, your day is
coming. The annual Student Art
Show will be held at the Millberry
Union between January 20 and
February 17. Take advantage of
the Christmas vacation and give
vent to your undiscovered creative
genius. We will be welcoming
paintings, photography, sculpture,
ceramics, jewelry, weaving, or
whatever "your thing" may be.
(Those of you who are given to
hand-painting yo-yos, this is your
chance.)

All work should be submitted

to the Program Department, room
238 Millberry Union (ex. 2019)
by January 15, 1969. Photography
and paintings must be matted,
framed, or otherwise ready to be
hung. Glass cases will be provided
for the display of sculpture, jewelry, ceramics, and those infamous

from the Program Department.

There will be no limit on the
number of entries, unless an overabundance of material requires a
limitation. At least one work by
each student will be displayed.
Employees, both academic and
non-academic, are also encouraged
to contribute, but student's work
will be given priority in the case
of a scarcity of display space.

"etceteras". Work must be labelled, giving the artist's name, the
medium used, the title (if any),
and the price, as everything subAny further questions should be
mitted will be available for sale
unless otherwise stipulated by the addressed to Barbara Squires at
artist. Labels may be obtained 666-2019.

@Ln£t-J\/[iL Studio
"CHRISTMAS SPECIAL"
ONE Bxlo and FOUR WALLET PHOTOS
IN COLOR
$29.50
637 IRVING
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WISHING WELL
603lrving

SE 1-6433

MEET YOU AT
The

GOLDEN GROMMET

834 IRVING near 10th Aye.
San Francisco

RECORD REVIEWS
BY HUGH RIBEIRO

Joan Baez
Performance: B

BAPTISM

—

A JOURNEY THROUGH OUR TIME
Vanguard VSD 79275

This recording is extremely disappointing as Joan Baez is quite ineffective in the spoken portions of this
album. Jacques Prevert's "Song in the Blood," an impassioned scream of protest at man's indifference
to man and Donne's "No Man is an Island" are read by Miss Baez in a rather weary, childishly passive
tone, which detracts from the message being conveyed by these very intense poems. The singing on this
record radiates the magnificence of Miss Baez's talent which appears as only fleeting moments on this disc.
Rimsky-Korsakov

"SCHEHEREZADE"

Performance: A

London Symphony
Andre Previn
Conductor
RCA Victor LSC-3042

This delightful disc is an excellent recording of the very romantic tone-poem by Rimsky-Korsakov. As an
added bonus, "Tsar Saltan-March" and "Flight of the Bumblebee" are also recorded on this album. All
three works by Rimsky-Korsakov win a renewed freshness in Previn's beautiful recording.
Schoenberg

"PELLEAS UND MELISAND, OPUS 5"

Performance: A—

904 IRVING

New Philharmonia Orchestra
Sir John Barbirolli
Conductor
Angel S 36509

/ \

complex and exSir John Barbirolli has achieved on this stereo disc a definite triumph. This intricate,
tremely demanding tone-poem demonstrates Barbirolli's excellence in both his conducting ability and in
his imaginative interpretation of this beautifully romantic work of Schoenberg. I recommend this as an
excellent addition to any classical collection.

Jim and Jean
Performance: A

"CHANGES"
Verve/Fore S-3001

Although this recording was released in 1966, it still ranks in my mind as one of the finest recordings
latest release
in the folk music catagory. I strongly recommend this recording in preference to their
short of
"People World" (Verve/Fore S-3015) which is good but compared to this earlier release, falls
recording
is
earlier
much
better
than
the
stereo
this
latter
disc
quality of
expectations. However, the
in 1966.

!M

HOURS
Weekdays 10:30to 6:00
Thurs. & Fri. 11:00 to 7:00
Closed Sundays
——^—
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Maybe It's Just Me
by Alan Sue

island. You don't want to dive
Maybe it's just the way I feel. for him."
I don't know, but I always
"But, Jorg," he said (he can't
thought the South Seas would be pronounce George too well), "da
the perfect paradise. You know, man, he offa me three hunnerd
peace and quiet with nothing to dollah U.S. money for dive."
do but eat and sleep or swim in
"Look, Mana," I said, "you're
warm lagoons. Maybe it was doing all right now, aren't you?
never like this; maybe I've been How much do you make selling
looking at travel posters wrong, your coral now?"
but I don't know. Anyway, I
Mana's eyes flashed up and
don't think it's like this anymore. down and he went into a deep
L mean, sure, it's peaceful and thinking process before he anall, and I can go running bare- swered, "I suppose about two
foot along the shiny white beach- hunnerd or two hunnerd-five doles with the sand sucking up my lah. I one of da best divers here."
feet, but it's not what it's sup"Mana," I told him, trying not
posed to be. I know, the water is to get excited, "why do you want
still warm and you can surf and to work for this mainland haole?
skin-dive all year 'round, but, You're rich enough now." (Two
well, it's not what I expected. hundred dollars per month is good
Sure, the food grows wild in the pay for this back island where
forest and fish practically jump just about nobody works.)
into the boat, but that's not what
Mana wrinkled his forehead
I mean. From where I'm standing and answered, "da man offa me
here on the pier, you wouldn't .three hunnerd. I come more rich,
notice what I mean. You'd have eh!"
to get up close to understand. I
"But Mana," I said, "he's going
don't know how to really express to ruin the island. He'll build
it, but it's all these new people. buildings and there' will be many
Sure, I like people just like anyboats to make the water dirty and
one else, but jeez, I don't know. the place will be filled with coast
In paradise there's not supposed haoles. The harbor is too small."
to be people around to bother you. I have seen what these dumb forI mean, sure, there'll be a few tune hunters can do. If you think
natives, but no cars and jeeps Waikiki is bad, you should see
and that sort of thing. If you give Tahiti.
them time, they'll have traffic
Mana shrugged his shoulders,
lights and busses and all that sort indicating that he couldn't unof thing too. I'm sure of it. Al- derstand what I was getting so
ready these people are leaving excited about. Of course he had
their mark behind. See that gum never been to Tahiti or Waikiki,
wrapper there? That's what so I guess he couldn|t foresee
they're doing to this place. And these dangers. He just blinked
see that cola can rusting in the at me and said, "but da man said
water? The whole place is deus guys only going dive for coral.
teriorating. Anyway, it's these No ruin da island, only dive."
little things. I tried to warn the
I could understand Mana's renatives about these things, but action, though, because he's never
they just don't understand. Take lived anywhere else. But then
Mana, for instance. He's this there's Scully, who runs a supply
diver I know who was born and boat from here to the next island.
raised on the next island. Mana Scully gave me the exact same
comes from a long line of divers, reaction that Mana did, except
so he's naturally very good at that he doesn't speak in pidgin
this. Well, about six months ago, English.
"George," Scully said to me,
some coast haole came down here.
You know what a haole is. Haole "I can't see what you're all workis the native word for white man.
ed up about. It's a good thing
Anyway, this guy came down here that big business is coming to
the islands. We'll have_ running
from the coast and tried to organize a diving company. Well, water and electricity and more
there's nothing really wrong with money."
"That's just it, Scully," I said,
that. These diving companies are
needed to salvage ships and that "all this will ruin the island. This
isn't going to be paradise when
sort of stuff. But this guy wants
dive
coral
and
all.
And
he
they get through putting in all
to
for
wants to set up headquarters
this stuff. They'll ruin the whole
island."
right here. You know, with ware"Who are you trying to kid,
houses and all. Anyway, this fellow talks to Mana and wants George? This was never a paradise anyway," Scully said. "This
Mana to dive for him.
"Mana," I told him, "that guy is just a little back island. You
think this is a paradise? You've
is no good for Papalato. He's gogot to be out of your mind. This
ing to make the water dirty and
is an outpost, man. An outpost."
kill off the fish and ruin the
I
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NORMAN SOMBERG

724 IRVING STREET
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I don't know. Maybe Scully
was right. Maybe Papalato is
just an outpost. Maybe it's just
me. But I still feel sorry for all
the natives. And I feel sorry for

|:

§

STAR PHOTO SERVICE
Cameras

about that,? "What noise?" What

- Film - Developing |

a cartoon.
"You've gotta be deaf," I said.
I nearly hit the ceiling every time
the pile falls and here he tells
the whole island. All of it would me he didn't hear it. "Have you
be gone. These city slicks would had your hearing checked latetake over and nothing would be ly?" I say to him.
"George," he said, "my hearing
left when they got through. It's
disgusting. If you've ever been is fine and you know it. Take
out to visit the country or the it easy. You let these little things
DRESSES
mountains, you know what I bother you too much." Imagine
& SPORTSWEAR
mean. I just don't know what it that, he thinks I'm the queer one.
Then Eugene folds his paper
is about cities. All those people
721 IRVING
rushing around. I can't stand it. and said to me, "you're too tensed
Take
'N' Car to Stella's
up. You can't let these things
I used to live in San FranBetween
Bth & 9th
ago.
cisco until about a year
Ac(To page 11)
tually, it wasn't too bad, really.
Not until recently, anyhow. I
lived up on Quintara, which is
pretty near to the park. All's you
do is catch the bus on 19th and
there you are. It was just beautiful. I wouldn't have left San Francisco except that my neighbors
decided to rebuild. Actually, I
was prepared to withstand the
noise and all, but then the city
started to build the BART system down along Market Street.
That was the last straw. I didn't
SEI-7424
have a car, so I caught the bus
to work
No. 66 which goes
down Haight and turns onto
Market. I can stand just so much
of this building and rebuilding
and steam pile drivers and detours and all before my head
just blows. Have you ever seen
that aspirin commercial on TV
where the woman walks through
town and gets a headache from
all the traffic and noise ? Well, let
me tell you, friend, it's absolutely
from European and American Artists
true. I really had to carry a
such as Riche, Corbeau, Jean Moret, Lewis,
bottle, of aspirin along with me
Loman, Pierre and many others
when I went through town. Honest to God. It's funny how all
these other people could stand it,
though. I never could understand
how they did it. My friend Eugene
at
was the strangest of all. I swear
the guy couldn't even hear the
Also
noise.
Antiques,
Ivorys,
Tiffany
Type Lamps
I remember one morning when
Eugene got on at 15th like he
did every morning. Then he got
out his newspaper like he always
did and started reading. All right,
Please come in and browse
nothing unusual so far, and besides, most everyone on the bus
Open Daily from 11 to 5:30- Sunday 12 to 3 pm
was doing the same. Anyway, we
or by appointment- phone 564-9921
got down to Market and that was
the first day they were using
the pile drivers. You know how
Sssss,
those things sound
Sssss, Kerchunk.
Kerchunk
Heck, I nearly hit the ceiling
of the bus. Really. But ole Eugene
didn't even bat an eye. Not even
one.
"Eugene," I said, "how can you
stand it? Doesn't the noise bother

SUlla'd,

GaUtall

'

RENTALS
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you?"
Do you know what he said? He

-

GALLERY

535 Irving Street at 7rh Avenue

'"A llttl* out of tfi* way, but mwcti tot to pay"

said, "what noise?" Now how

STUDENTS
SAVE2O%

on
AUTO INSURANCE
Write or call

I
!

Name

Uimt

CALAOYAMA

j

550 Kearny St.
397-3500

I

c/o Calif. Casualty

Please send me additional information:

i

-

P»">ne

Age
Marital

status

Sex

B" average last semester?

D Please send information on Personal Property Insurance

_
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U.C. M.D. on Apollo Team Writing as Drug Therapy
One of three physicians in the
medical recovery team on hand
when Apollo 7_ splashed down in
the Atlantic recently after an
historic 11-day space flight was
Dr. John L. Steffenson, Research
Fellow in Anesthesia at UC San
Francisco Medical Center.
"Because the capsule parachuted down in the middle of a rainstorm, visibility was so bad that
we on the aircraft carrier didn't
see the spaceship until it landed,"
said Dr. Steffenson.
"Only 'casualty' was Dorm Eisley who was seasick due to the
upsidedown landing. All three
men were very tired and had mild
colds. Uppermost in their minds
was a shave and shower."
The Apollo rendezvous was Dr.
Steffenson's fourth with manned
space vehicles. A Commander in
the Navy, he was also on the
medical recovery teams for three
of the space crafts in the Gemini
series.
"Major duty of the team is to
care for injured astronauts
fortunately, none have been hurt
so far. Another job is to help
with post-flight physicals to evaluate the effects of prolonged
space travel.
"Because under conditions of
weightlessness, the body is called
upon to do very little work, there
was a decrease in the amount of
the astronauts' blood, and in the
density and mineral content of
bones. To prevent wasting away
of muscles, special mechanical
exercising devices were used by
the astronauts during the flight."

Dr. Roger M. Lauer, a psychiatrist at the Youth Drug Unit at
the U.C. Medical Center, claims
that creative writing is an important and useful form of therapy for young drug users.
"Our patients gather together
with staff at least once a week
for about an hour," says Dr.
Lauer. "Youngsters are encouraged to write on whatever subject
they choose. After completing
their work, patients read their
contribution to the group. Free
discussion of the work follows."
Dr. Lauer cites examples of
writing by his patients. "This by
a teenage girl about creative writing therapy: 'Words written to
prove that some doors are open.'

"And this was written by a
young man concerning his mother: 'Mother is a dear old girl/
Driving her used Chevrolet/Her
battering ram of a mind/Ignoring
the curves in my road/Bending
the posts of my stop signs/Heavy
on the gas/Speeding to her end."

—

Just Me

(cont.)

1

PUNT!
As little Alfred walked home
from school one day, he passed a
fortune teller's bungalow. The
fortune teller was out on his front
porch, laughing like hell.
When he saw the fortune teller,
Alfred immediately ran up to the
front porch and punched him
right in the mouth. Such a rash
and impudent action constitutes
assault, and little Alfred was duly
carted off to juvenile hall.
"Let me get this straight," said
the probation officer. "You were
walking home from school, and
you saw this fortune teller laughing on his front porch?"
"That's correct," said Alfred.
"And you ran up to him and
punched him?"
"That's right."
"Why on earth did you hit the
fortune teller? What was your
reason?" asked the officer.
Replied Alfred, "My mother always told me to strike a happy
medium."

YOSHIDA'S
PICTURE FRAMING
HOURS 7:30 TO

morning.
Every morning Eugene and I

would get off the bus near the
post office and we'd walk across
the street to work, nearly getting
run over by about 10 cars, 3
busses, and 2 trucks in the process. Now that I look back on it,
I can't figure out how come I'm
still alive.
Anyway, I saw this travel
poster about Tahiti in a department store window one night and
inquired about it. I found out that
Tahiti has big hotels and busses
and all that, so I told the travel
agent that I wanted a one-way
ticket to one of the outer islands.
He thought I was nuts. Personally, though, I think he was nuts.
You know, he wanted me to stay
in some big hotel in Papeete.
Now how the heck can you get
away from noise and traffic at a
big hotel ? So here I am at Papa-

(Between Bth & 9th Avenue)

SATURDA Y8:00 T03.00

Telephone: 664-2830

681-5926

Satoshi Yoshida

Going to Europe?
BUY A DRIVE THE °EST $$ VALUE FOR 1969 DELIVERY
ANY PLACE SAVE HUNDREDS!
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NEW & USED
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BODY SHOP

Largest Factory Dealer in U.S.A.

(From page 5)

ROYAL VOLVO

If this proposition were, in the
future, to be refuted, thenthe judgment which has been presented
would become invalid. It Is
cultural similarities and/or dissimilarities about which we must
argue. If the dilemma of culture
can be resolved, thedilemma ofadmissions standards will be solved

-

280 So. Van Ness San Francisco
626-2171
NOW LEASING ALL MODELS

X
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automatically.

lato. And now they're going to
ruin this island too.
I can just see it now. Over
there by Mana's shack there will
probably be a ten-story hotel and
next to my shack they'll put a
big parking lot. I tried to tell
Mana, but he thinks it's going
to be fun with cars and busses.
He's been diving for that coast
haole for almost six months now
and he still doesn't understand
me. But Mana's never ridden a
bus to work every day. He
wouldn't know what it's like sitting on a bus seat knowing that
there's gum stuck all over the
bottom of the seat. And around
here they don't have writing on
the walls and beer cans in the
streets. Mana even has his own
jeep now. I don't think he'll ever
understand me. Not until there
are big hotels and cars and busses
and traffic lights and tourists all
over the place. Maybe even then
he won't understand.
You can't say I didn't warn
them. It's not my fault. I told
the natives that the haoles would
ruin the island. And it'll be worse.
Just wait and see. Only yesterday I almost got run down by
a jeep. That's why I'm standing
here on the pier, I guess. I'm
waiting for Scully's boat. This
time I won't wait for them to
build a concrete jungle. I'm getting out now.
I really feel sorry for those
natives. They just don't understand. Maybe it's me. I don't
know. I just don't know. All's I
know is that I have to get out
of here. I can't stand it.

715 IRVING STREET

6:00

(From page 10)

disturb you. Look, Nobody else
gets bothered the way you do."
With that he pointed out the other
passengers who were calmly reading their Examiners. Maybe they
were deaf too.
"Maybe so, Eugene," I said.
"Maybe it's just me. But I don't
know; I just can't take it."
It was like that every morning.
And every morning I'd be hitting
the ceiling. To take my mind oft"
the noise I'd watch the other
passengers. Every morning there'd
be this one guy in front of us
who always ate a candy bar.
When he was finished, he'd crinkle
up the wrapper and drop it by
the side of the seat, so no one
would notice. But I saw him every

by a
Japanese Craftsman
9 a.m. - 6 p.m. Mon. thru Sat.

408 IRVING STREET

Health Science
Career Radio
Broadcast

CHRISTMAS JET
FLIGHTS

A unique radio series to acquaint Bay Area high school students with career possibilities in

HURRY! HURRY! Space is Limited
Make Your Reservation Now

the health sciences was launched
by the University of California
Medical Center in San Francisco
this Fall.

ROUND TRIP JET FARE

NEW YORK-$133

Two-way broadcasting permit-

ted students from 11 Bay Area
high schools to phone in to the
health professionals at the UC
Medical Center studio specific
questions about employment opportunities, training, admission
requirements, and financial aid.
The programs were broadcast live
once a week over two local radio
stations.
Jobs covered by the series were
physician, dentist, nurse, pharmacist, inhalation therapist, dietician, laboratory assistant and
technician, medical assista.it,
physical and occupational therapist, podiatrist, and dental hygienist and assistant.
Program moderator was Dr.
Earle M. Marsh, Assistant Professor of Obstetrics, and Gynecology and Coordinator of Allied
Health Professions at UC.
The project was produced by
Continuing Education in Health
Sciences, and was underwritten
by a grant by the U.S. Department of Health, Education, and
Welfare's Bureau of Health Manpower.

OAK-NY.-OAK From Plus Tax
DEPART: DECEMBER 1 3 (Evening) RETURN: JANUARY 2
DECEMBER 14 (Evening)
JANUARY 2
DECEMBER 13 (Evening)
JANUARY 3
DECEMBER 1 3 (Evening)
JANUARY 5
ROUND TRIP

NON STOP -JETS -MEALS
DELUXE IN FLIGHT SERVICE
Space is limited So make yourreservation NOW

—

For Reservations

PHONE: 832-2902
OR WRITE TO

(MAIL THIS REQUEST TODAY)

CHARTER FLIGHTS
P.O. BOX 707
BERKELEY, CAUFORNIA 94707

__

Make my reservation for CHRISTMAS JETFUGHT TO NEW YORK
Name

Street
City

:

. '-■

■
Apt. #

State & Zip Code

;

.

■
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S.F. Epilepsy Center-Unique Project
A unique epilepsy project, which
could become the prototype of a
string of regional centers across
the nation, has been established

at the University of California's

Francisco Medical Center.
Services of the Northern California Epilepsy Program, currently limited to San Francisco
and Berkeley, will eventually be
extended to all of northern Califonia. A four-year U.S. Public
Health grant funds the project
which is a joint effort of UC-San
Francisco and the State Department of Public Health. "Major
goal of the program is to improve
patient care, especially for those
epileptic children and adults with
complex diagnostic and social
problems," said Dr. Robert A.
Fishman, director of the program.
"An unusual feature of our program is the team approach to
treatment. It is used because, in
addition to medical management,
the social, vocational, educational
and phychological problems of the
patient with poor self-control are
San

often important. A neurologist,
social worker and public health
nurse evaluate the patient to de-

termine his course of medical

treatment and to help plan the rehabilitation needs of both patient
and family.

"When

indicated,

psychologi-

Morris Bros*
a

cal, psychiatric and neurosurgical states. Epileptics often have
consultation is obtained, and re- difficult time getting or holding
ferrals made to other medical and jobs.
"Epilepsy is a term used for
surgical specialties. Counseling
services are also available," Dr. not one, but a variety of basic
conditions," Dr. Fishman exFishman said.
"Another major aim of the pro- plained. "They all share one comgram is to disseminate accurate mon symptom: recurrent seizures
information about epilepsy and to When a seizure occurs, the ordereradicate the superstition and ly electrical- activity of the brain
stigma still attached to the dis- is disrupted. There, are several
ease," Dr. Fishman continued.
forms of seizure including gen"Epilepsy ■ comes from the eralized convulsions (grand mal),
Greek word for seizure. To the minor staring spells (petit mal),
ancient Greeks, the term also and complex behavioral changes
meant possession by the gods. In (psychomotor seizures).
"At least 50 percent of epilepthe Dark Ages, possession by evil
spirits or the devil became the tics can have their seizures completely controlled by medical
popular notion.
re"Not so many years ago, almost means. Another 35 percent
to
that
spond
so
well
treatment
every area of normal living was
markedly redenied the epileptic. In many their attacks are remaining 15
duced.
Even
the
states, laws required sterilization
percent with severe difficulties
and forbade marriage. It was diffibe greatly helped by approcult, if not impossible, to get into can
treatment.
priate
schools and colleges. If an epilep"The majority of epileptics
tic managed to get a job, he
intelligence," Dr.
promptly lost it if his disability have average
noted. "Outstanding hisbecame known. Life insurance Fishman
torical figures who had epilepsy
was unobtainable except at exorJulbitant cost. Epileptics were not include Alexander the Great,
Alfred
Napoleon,
Caesar,
ius
permitted to drive cars.
Nobel, Dosteovski, and Vincent
"Although attitudes are changGogh."
Van
ing, the epileptic is still discrimLaws
against.
prohibiting
inated
marrage and requiring sterilization remain on the books in three

WINES
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605 IRVING STREET at 7th Aye
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FOOD MART
LO 6-7442
400 IRVING ST.
Quick Service for Busy People
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TYPEWRITERS
ADDING MACHINES
BACK TO STUDY OFFER
j

Truly great value. Come see for yourself.

AVENUE TYPEWRITER CO.
610 IRVING ST., near 7th

Aye.

681-6371
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Educate for Retirement Enjoyment!
ture, art and architecture and the
maof nature and philosophy
for
their
beauties
cating youngsters
ture years, and not enough is can be the delights of our later
devoted to educating mature peo- years."
The reason for this, says Dr.
ple how to enjoy their retirement,
Lee,
at
the
Univeris that "for the first time we
claims a physician
sity of California Medical Center can do the things we want to do
and be completely non-comhere.
consultant
about it. We don't have
petetive
Lee,
Russell
V.
Dr.
for the Palo Alto Clinic, explains to step on someone else's toes to
that "an appreciation of litera- achieve our triumphs.
Too many years are spent edu-

—

Demands (cont.) (From page 4)
listed in I (1.1) commit itself to made available by the Medical
the proportional representation of Center to publicize the new prono less than 25 9r minority stu- gram.
dents of classes subsequent to
IV.
the fall class of 1969.
4.1 That a minority person be
111.
hired full-time to conduct, coor3.1 That a Minority Student's dinate and actively recruit minorAdmissions Committee be formed ity group applicants for the Medfor each school separate and in- ical Center and to finance fully
dependent of the present Admisthis program's operations.
sion Committee to select students
4.2 That until such time that
to fill these places.
a minority recruiter is hired full3.2 That this committtee will time, the Student Committee for
process all minority applications. Minority Recruitment be ade3.3 That this committee shall quately financed to conduct its
conduct all minority interviews. present operations.
3.4 That this committee will
V.
5.1 That minority students be
make the final decision on acceptance of minority students for guaranteed housing either in Millplaces reserved.
berry Union or Parnassus Dormi3.5 That the composition of the tory in cases of single students
above committee shall be as fol- and in the Married Student's houslows:
ing in cases of married students
1. Two minority students from until such time that minority stutheir school and in their absence dents and, especially Black Students, are able to secure housing
two minority professionals.
2. Two minority professional in the nearby Medical Center compersons chosen by the Black Stumunity with as little difficulty as
dent's Union-Black Caucus from non-minority students attending
the local community.
the Medical Center.
3. Two representatives from
VI.
6.1 That a reply to these dethe respective school administramands be made by noon, Decemtion and/or faculty.
3.6 That the operations of the ber 2, 1968.
MEMBERS OF THE
committee be fully financed by
BLACK STUDENT'S UNIONthe school.
BLACK CAUCUS
3.7 That adequate resources be
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ALL EMPLOYEES Of

U.C. MEDICAL CENTER
including non paid teaching ttaff
!
ARE ELIGIBLE FOR MEMBERSHIP

!

CALIFORNIA STATE EMPLOYEES'
NO. 2
CREDIT UNION CREDIT
UNION LOANS.

I

DO ALL YOUR CONSUMER FINANCING WITH

COMPARE THE RATES

j

AS MUCH AS 60% LESS THAN MOST LOAN COMPANIES
1% par month vt

2Vj% par

month

AS MUCH AS 33/3% LESS THAN MOST
REVOLVING CREDIT PLANS
j
1% par monfh it P/j% per month
AS MUCH AS 25% LESS THAN MOST BANK PERSONAL LOANS
$6

j

i

50 per $100.00 per yeor

vi

$8.00

I

per $100.00 per year

LOAN PROTECTION INSURANCE AT NO EXTRA COST

LOANS MADE FOR ANY WORTHY PURPOSE

;
j

1J

ASK ABOUT THE NEW AUTOMOBILE PURCHASE PLAN
Fleet prices for credit union menbers.
FINANCE THE CAR AT $4.75 per $100.00 per YEAR.
Life insurance at no additional cost.

I

j

\

11
j

CALL OR WRITE
CALIFORNIA STATE EMPLOYEES' CREDIT UNION NO 2
333 GOLDEN GATE AVENUE SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF. 94102
11
PHONE 861-1930 LOAN INFORMATION 861U507 MEMBERSHIP INFORMATION
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New Member for Transplant Team— The Computer
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The computer is now an established member of the transplant
team and its role emphasizes the
need for a national approach to
the transplantation effort.
Pretty Marcia Gould, 19 year
old co-ed from Phoenix, Arizona,
might have waited weeks or
months for a kidney donor if a
computer hadn't "remembered"
her. A victim of kidney failure,
Marcia is a rare blood and tissue
type; "the odds against finding a
donor for her were great. This is
how the machine worked to her
benefit.
Recently, a kidney from an individual of a rare tissue type was
made available to the University
of California San Francisco Medical Center. The tissue typing informatinn was prepared in the
new unit at the Irwin Memorial
Blood Bank by Drs. Herbert Perkins and Rose Payne. At the University of California San Francisco Medical Center, Dr. Samuel
Kountz who is Head of Transplantation Service and medical
student Kirn Bauriedel, his computer researcher, put the information into their computer. In less
than three minutes the machine
had searched the records of 50
patients who are being kept alive
by dialysis while waiting for kidneys. Not one matched the rare
tissue type of the donor. A telephone call to Stanford Medical

Center gave the same negative
result for both kidney and heart
recipients.

Then Dr. Kountz phoned the
laboratory information on the
donor kidney to Dr. Paul Terasaki
at the University's Los Angeles
Medical Center. Dr. Terasaki's
computer is programmed with information about patients under
dialysis treatment in kidney centers throughout the United States,
Canada, and Europe.
It was from this machine search
that Marcia Gould's name appeared as the individual who most
closely matched the tissue type of
the rare kidney donor. The machine, free of human error and
personal bias, located and selected Marcia; the most scientifically
accurate choice had been made.
Whether or not the donor and
recipient are related, accurate
tissue matching is essential to
ensure the least possible rejection
activity.

Marcia's physician, Dr. Daniel
Potter of Phoenix, was reached
by telephone and it was he who
discussed the possibility of transplant surgery with her parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Norman Gould. It
was twelve hours before the surgical team in San Francisco was
told that the decision to transplant had been reached. Marcia
was flown to the Bay Area and
prepared for surgery. Her tissue

type was rechecked and the results agreed perfectly with those
of Dr. Terasaki.
This procedure would not have
been possible, of course, without
the organ preservation machine
developed by Dr. F. 0. Belzer at
the San Francisco Medical Center.
The machine kept the donor kidney "alive" and functioning during a 25 hour period until it could
be transplanted into Marcia.
Although

kidney

W\

..

Printed

"The "Research to Prevent
Blindness society estimates that
two out of ten school-age children in California need eye care,"
says Dr. Earl L. Stern, Assistant
Clinical Professor of Ophthalmology at UC Medical Center
here.
"Early detection and treatment
are the key to correction of many
common and relatively rare eye
problems in youngsters," he said.
"We now perform surgery on
children with cross-eyes at age
5 or 6 months instead of at 6 or

7 years. The infant has less time
to develop bad eye habits, and
it is easier for him to develop
binocular vision (the way humans
see, by using both eyes together)

than it is for the older child.
Hospitalization is only a matter
of a day."
The condition known as amblyopia may be impossible to
correct if treatment is postponed

until the child reaches school age.
Dr. Stern continued, "In amblyopia, trouble exists in one eye

-
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Your Representative at U.C.

all of California who matched
the donor's rare tissue type."

Dr. Stern said that prescribing
contact lenses for the very young
is becoming increasingly common. "We'll fit a two-year-old who
is very near-sighted in one eye
with a contact lens because ordinary eye glasses would have
one unsightly thick lens and tend
to distort images."

Forms available in Room
MILLBERRY UNION

LATEST PHONOGRAPH RECORDS LP'S • 45s

even

while the other eye remains normal. The bad eye may be turned
in, turned out, nearsighted, farsighted, or have a stigmatism."

Millberry Union
Operations Dept.

SALES AND SERVICE

though the number of donor kidneys available to our Medical
Center is small. As. Dr. Terasaki
found through his computer
search, there wasn't a patient in

Eye Problems in Children

reasonable rates
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"Our own pool of 60 dialysis
patients," he continued, "is too
small to match the range of tissue

.
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"Marcia's case illustrates that
successful transplantation required a regional or national approach
rather than local," observed Dr.
Kountz.

types among donors
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transplanta-

tion is still considered to be research, it is helping people to
resume normal and productive
lives. To help even more patients,
the computer program must be
developed and research continued
to make it possible to ship donor
kidneys and other donor organs
by air.
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Educational Opportunity Program
The Uniyersity of California's
Educational Opportunity Program
has nearly doubled the number
of disadvantaged students enrolled on the nine campuses this
fall. A report to The Regents
noted that such students are
maintaining better than "C" grade
averages and that very few of
them have become dropouts.
UC President Charles J. Hitch
said, "Faculty, staff and students
on all campuses have responded
enthusiastically to the financial,
tutorial and personal needs of
these students by providing
matching funds, raising additional funds from outside sources,
and volunteering a variety of
academic and other assistance."
But Hitch noted expansion of
the Educational Opportunity Program is essential. "Representatives of Negro and MexicanAmerican communities frequently
remind the University that the
number of students from these
groups in no way approaches the
percentages which these groups
bear to the total population of
California."
The president's report said the
EOP had 1,948 students enrolled
currently, compared with 1,090
last year and 472 two years ago.
Of the current total, 918 are
Black and 500 are MexicanAmerican.
Thi' report pointed out that
EOP freshmen last year who
were admitted with high school
grades meeting UC admissions
standards had 2.30 grade point
averages.
EOP transfer students had 2.48
GPAs overall, and EOP freshmen
who were admitted because they
showed promise although they
did not meet scholastic requirements had 2.04 grade point averages. (A "C" grade is equal to

a "2" grade point average.)
Hitch pointed out that another
measure of success was the academic persistence of EOP students. Of 449 such freshmen admitted last year, nearly 89 percent returned this fall. Of 245
EOP transfer students admitted
last year, 91 percent returned.
The report noted that such students have been recruited mainly
through visits to high schools
and junior colleges, and through
community educational agencies.
"Vigorous recruiting efforts
have been undertaken
Following admission, as individual
need indicates, the students are
provided with academic and personal counseling, tutoring, housing and financial aid."
Hitch added that UC, along
with the California Community
Colleges and State Colleges "is
now making great effort in 60
junior high schools with 30 percent or more minority population
to convince students and their
parents of the importance of pursuing a college preparatory course

..

.

clusively for the disadvantaged,
and all UC campuses are now
preparing to admit increasing
numbers who show the potential
to benefit from higher education,
according to the report.
"The directors of the campus
programs do not believe that it
is their charge to apply to Educational Opportunity students a traditional standard of success such
as a "B" average or better,"
Hitch's report said.
"Rather, the goal of the program is to increase the number of
disadvantaged youth who avail
themselves successfully of higher
education, who persist toward a
degree, or who prepare themselves for a vocation which would
not be open to them without one,
two, three, or four years of college." Evaluating this program
must take into account changes
in these students' self-confidence
and general goals, the report
noted.
Graduate students have been
added most recently to the EOP,
and 300 of them are now enrolled.
EOP concentration in this area
will be professional work, such
as teaching, law, medicine and

of studies."
The report pointed out that expansion of the EOP requires additional funding, at a time when dentistry.
the future size of Federal aid
progarm is uncertain. This year,

proposed

expenditures for the
EOP will total $3.8 million, including $821,0000 from The Regents' opportunity fund and $1
million from University registration fees. The remainder comes
from Federal sources, grants from
foundations, and gifts from students, faculty and friends of UC.
UC had been allowed this year
to expand the number of students
admitted, who do not qualify
scholastically, from 2 to 4 percent of the enrollment. The additional 2 percent is reserved ex-
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recreation

CUCMCVarsity Loses

WEIGHTLESS

Squeaker To

WONDERS

San Quentin

Women participating in Al
Kerr's recreation program receive
appreciation from their coach for
outstanding performance. Those
Hourr: 12-4 p.m.
of merit include Connie Barks,
Nancy Cox, Melinda Kavanagh,
appt. 661-4235,
Wendy Rapp, Ruth Galbreth,
Kempf,
Sackett,
Arlis
Lorraine
Amott, who controlled the board
Kathy Popejoy. Tip
for UCMC, and Durel Carpenter; Julie Reid,
LEON'S
to these Student's wives
entertainment for fans was pro- the hat
employees.
and
vided by John Peterson who disGIFTS GALLERY
played his characteristic skills of
hawkeye shooting and ball-stealFine Oil Paintings (suitably framed)
ing from the opponents, enabling
eon tjeauain
UCMC to rack up a respectable
I
score. The score was 71-61 with
1258 20th /\ve. near Irving
a minute and 47 seconds left
with 37 seconds left the score was
71-69. Also bearing the standard
CLEANING
LAUNDRY
away with a "grandaddy" of a for UCMC were Varsity players
fish, while Dental Students acSteve Smith, Will Lane, Dr. John
counted for the rest of the fish Conti, Steve Johnson, Dick Voetcount.
man, and Rob Olsen.
The MCSpC sponsors bimonthly
Likewise, UCMC's Wo m c n's
films on fishing and hunting, Basketball Team played the OakWednesday noon in the Millberry land Wacs on Nov. 13, resulting
Union West Lounge. The club is in a 29-23 loss despite the valiant
in the process of inviting guest efforts of outstanding Carianne
ALTERATIONS
lecturers from the Sierra Club, Foppiano, who scored 15 points.
Ducks Unlimited, Trout Unlimit- Hard playing teammates Penny
ed, etc., and will establish future Reis, Jan & Ara Balbutin, Shirley
340 JUDAH
664-0550
hunting and fishing outings. For Yamamoto, Linda Campini parfurther information please con- ticipated in this outstanding game.
tact Charles Donalds in the Recreation Department, Room 243, Ext.
1800.

Smashing season's opener for
the UCMC Varsity basketball
team on Sunday, Nov. 17, was a
heartbreaking 73-69 loss to San
Quentin. The evening's outstanding play was contributed by Tom

for

-

Medical Center Sportsmen's Club
Twenty-one hearty blokes interrupted a peaceful repose Sunday, November 17, to present
themselves sleepy-eyed at Jerry's
landing at 5:45 a.m. The affair
was billed as a Striped Bass Derby, and the participants had come
prepared with flasks of wine, sixpacks of beer, and bag lunches.
A beautiful day with a red, red
sunrise from the Berkeley hills,
a calm Bay, and a rain-freshened
warm breeze made the fish caught
on this "Bay Cruise" the icing on
a cake, which apparently was
made by the Dental School. Dr.
Henry Chin won the Derby going

—
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Libuthnot And The New Baseball

Mr.
t Reprinted from National Review, Inc
150E. 35th St.. New York. N.Y.

VICTOR GOLD*

...

"It occurs to me
that it
is generally overlooked that baseball players, like their counter-

parts in college and elsewhere,
are in rebellion against 'The Establishment.' If there is a lack
of communication between students and university authorities,
there is an even wider breach be-

tween baseball players and those
who run the teams. Baseball brass
still looks upon players as if they

are the same

as

the turtle-necked

—

rowdy libertines of the 1890s."
Sportswriter Bob Addie, in the
Washington Post.
Mr. Libuthnot: To be sure, in
this crucial period of Great Power
confrontation, we might well re-

flect that the sports scene is littered with the relics of obsolete
games that failed to come to

—

you're concerned

—

A: Concerned, aware, involved,
you name it. The existential fact
remains that team allegiance
at least, as our fathers knew it
is no longer relevant to a
complex twentieth-century ballpark-inferment. What's needed today, if you ask me, is nothing less
than the immediate reordering
of the priorities and purposes of
both major leagues.
Q: Whew! That sounds like
quite a reorder, Mr. L.
A: True, an entrenched hierarchy can be expected to yield only
grudgingly to reform. But yield
it must! Witness, if you will, what
happened in the Pacific Coast
League a few seasons back.
Q: The Free Play Movement?
A: Yes, they've done away with
managers and coaches out there,
you know. It's all run by Player
Council decision.
Q: And it's improved the

—

—

game?
A: Better than that
it's
Q: —with the harsh realities of
change? Well, World Series time defused a potentially explosive
and if it isn't Chester Libuthnot,
situation by bridging a vast gulf
the Liberal Cliche Expert. Worof distrust and misunderstanding
ried about the future of our nabetween dugout and front office.
tional pastime, Mr. L. ?
Q: I see. But getting back to the
A: Pastime, indeed, sports fan! major leagues, how would the
Long past time a cold, impersonal
New Baseball
Baseball Establishment addressed
A: Restructure the system?
itself meaningfully to the crisis- First, by providing the men who
in-our-stadia.
take the field a participatory, ifQ: A Senator fan, eh?
not in fact the controlling, voice
A: You're charging the ball in the formulation of those vital
there, my simplistic friend. The inning-by-inning decisions that afthrust of my argument is that an fect their welfare.
ever-increasing number of the
Q: Pardon, Mr. L., but I seem
finest ballplayers on our finest to have lost that last remark
ball clubs have become unreach-. in the sun. You were saying
able through the familiar premises
A: Only that we'd eliminate all
of what a smug corporate power the umpires. Get rid of 'em
structure myopically persists in though not, needless to add, in
calling "The Game."
terms of the atavistic outcry that
Q: I take it then, you don't so woefully bespeaks the violent
root, root, root for the home strain running throughout Amertea m ?
ican athletic history.
A: If you allude to my pluralisQ: You mean, "Kill the ump"?
tic approach to the problem of
A: That's the one. In any event,
the modern diamond, let me quickor raincheck thereto, the New
ly respond
albeit in the out- Baseball relegates such right-field
along with the armoded rhetoric of bygone seasons extremism
you're batting 1000. Commitchaic blue-serged authority symted as I am to the bold, exhilaratbol that makes it possible
to
ing and joyous challenge of the the scrap heap of sports antiquity.
New Baseball, the competitive asQ: Time out there a minute,
pects of the pre-Astrodome era Mr. L. If you don't have any umpires, who'll call the
leave me viscerally unmoved.
A: Balls and strikes? Hits and
Q: In other words, as far as

terms
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—

runs? Fair balls and foul? Come
now, sports fan! This isn't a
nineteenth-century world of absolutes, you know. To the alienated generation that makes up the
restless, churning bench-and-bullpen of the '68 season, such arbitrary value judgments are no
longer authentic. They've outlived
their usefulness. In the comprehensive spectrum of New Baseball, balls and strikes are, pardon
the expression, OUT.
Q: i Along with homers and
errors ?
A: Especially homers and errors.
Q: Then, the New Baseball

player isn't looking for a higher
batting average or fielding per-

—

centage, but rather
A: A sense of possibility. A
recognition of individuality. A
dialogue of joy and hope. An
end to the follies and cruelties of
the extra-inning night game.

Q: I get it. All he wants is a

chance to

—

modern baseball player must be
understood within the context of
his time. And speaking of time,
sports fan, you'll have to excuse
me. There's a New Baseball game
beginning in ten minutes and I've
got to get to the ball park to
change into uniform.
Q: Sorry to hold you up, Mr.
L., but I had no idea you were
scheduled to play.
A: Play? Don't be ridiculous.
Grandstand liberals never play.
All we do is handle the concessions.
*With a portside tip of the cap
to Frank Sullivan & Abner Dou-

A: Do his thing! Exactly. Estranged by the rigid demands of
an extenuated 162-game schedule
shaken by the decline of Yankee hegemony in a world-of-sportsdisillusioned by
he-never-made
the commercial hypocrisy of postLittle League competition, the bleday.

—

—

Hying lessons.
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UC Researchers Seek Synthetic Growth Hormone
"Abnormally short children may
be helped in the future through
the use of a synthetic growth
hormone," says the director of the
Pituitary Gland Bank at the University of California Medical
Center here.
Dr. Roberto Escamilla says that
steady progress has been made
since Dr. Herbert Evans first discovered the growth hormone in
animal glands at UC in 1924.
"Animal hormone proved not
to be effective in humans," says
Dr. Escamilla. "Some years later
Dr. C. H. Li of the Hormone Research Laboratory at UC isolated
the human growth hormone using
human pituitary glands secured
after death.
"Dr. Li's work was so important and promising that in 1960
the world's first Pituitary Gland

at the UC Medical Center in San Francisco.
Bank was formed

"Pituitary glands were turned

over to Dr. Li for studies of
molecular structure and also to
prepare human growth hormone
for trial in a limited number of
patients.

"It was found to be a very
good growth stimulant in children," continued Dr. Escamilla,
"where growth had been retarded,
and worked particularly well
when the reason was lack of
pituitary function."
Last year Dr. C. H. Li completed studies of the molecular
structure of the human growth
hormone. Dr. Escamilla hopes
that "armed with this knowledge
a synthetic growth hormone can
be prepared which will become
available for more general use."

That's right. You, too, can be a pilot.
i
Join the United States Air Force ond qualify for i
pilot training. Become a leader with executive

,
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responsibility.

Well, what else? A pilot is the officer in charge
of a million dollars worth of high flying, sophisticated supersonic equipment, isn't he?
Yes, and you'll wear a snappy blue officer's uniform, enjoy officer's pay and privileges. You'll
probably travel to exotic foreign lands, ond have
a secure future in the biggest scientific ond
research organization. World's biggest.
You'll be whereall the exciting Space Age breakthroughs are. Where it's happening. Now. Today.
Right now. This minute. The Air Force is the "now"
place to be.

If you yearn to fly and don't try the Aerospace
Team, you'll miss your big chonce.
let thai be a lesson I
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